**MIPP LASP Affiliation Requirements:**

**LASP Foundation Course:**
- Understanding Modern Latin American Politics (SA.810.700)

**LASP Elective Courses:**
- Any two additional courses offered by or cross-listed with LASP

**Other SAIS Elective Courses:**
- Any five non-language courses offered at SAIS (LASP or non-LASP)

**LASP opportunities for MIPP affiliates:**
- Study trips (eligible to apply)
- Career counseling services
- LASP Seminar Series
- Other program activities

**Courses Offered by LASP (SA.810 prefix):**

**General**
- Understanding Modern Latin American Politics (SA.810.700) [LASP FOUNDATION COURSE REQUIRED FOR ALL TRACKS – offered in both the DC and Bologna campuses]
- Latin America’s Political Economy: Pathways to Development (SA.810.907) [ANCHOR COURSE FOR TRACKS #1 & #4 (one of three options); offered every other year – not offered 2015-2016]
- Economic Survey of Latin America: Global Players or Market Strayers? (SA.810.796) [ANCHOR COURSE FOR TRACKS #1 & #4 (one of three options); offered in the Bologna campus]
- Latin America & the World: Changing Global Dynamics (SA.810.XXX) [ANCHOR COURSE FOR TRACKS #1, #4 & #5 (one of three options); Track #2: one of three non-anchor choices]

**Subregional**
- The Emerging Economies of the Andes: A Region in Flux (SA.810.600) [Tracks #3 & #5: one of three non-anchor choices; offered every other year – not offered 2014-2015]
- The Southern Cone Countries of Latin America: Political Economy of Extremes (SA.810.909)
- Mexico, Central America & the Caribbean: New Challenges Amidst Growing Insecurity (SA.810.903) [Tracks #3 & #5: one of three non-anchor choices]
- Brazil’s Rise as an Emerging Market Player (SA.810.716) [Tracks #2 & #3: one of three non-anchor choices]

**Energy/Seectoral/Development-Oriented**
- Energy in the Americas: Conflict, Cooperation & Future Prospects (SA.810.761) [ANCHOR COURSE FOR TRACK #3; Track #4: one of three non-anchor choices]
- Multilateral Research Practicum: Private Sector Development at the IDB’s Multilateral Investment Fund (MIF) (SA.810.708) [Track #4: one of three non-anchor choices]
- Urban Economics & Urban Policy in Latin America (SA.810.799) [Track #4: one of three non-anchor choices]

**Emerging Markets**
- Current Issues in Emerging Markets: Opportunity & Risk in Latin America (SA.810.XXX) [ANCHOR COURSE FOR TRACK #2]
- Competing in World Markets: Latin America’s Legacy & the Emergence of New Industrial Policies (SA.810.777) [Track #2: one of three non-anchor choices]

**Foreign & Public Policy**
- American Hegemony in Decline: U.S. Foreign Policy Towards Latin America (SA.810.730) [ANCHOR COURSE FOR TRACK #5 (one of two options)]
- Public Opinion as a Driver for Policymakers: Analytical Tools & Illustrative Case Studies (SA.810.705) [Track #5: one of three non-anchor choices]

**Courses Cross-Listed With LASP:**

**Emerging Markets & Economic Trends**
- Financial Sector Developments & Reform in Emerging Markets (SA.400.819) [offered by the International Development Program and cross-listed with LASP & International Economics]
- Multilateral Research Practicum: Private Sector Development at the IDB’s Multilateral Investment Fund (MIF) (SA.810.708) [Track #4: one of three non-anchor choices]
- Urban Economics & Urban Policy in Latin America (SA.810.799) [Track #4: one of three non-anchor choices]

**Foreign Policy & Comparative Politics**
- The United States & the Third World (SA.200.711) [offered by American Foreign Policy and cross-listed with LASP]
- Road to Empire: The United States from Independence to WWII (SA.200.716) [offered by American Foreign Policy and cross-listed with LASP]
- Federalism & Public Policy: Canada, the U.S., Mexico & the EU (SA.840.705) [offered by Canadian Studies and cross-listed with LASP (pending approval) & International Economics]
- Multilateral Research Practicum: Private Sector Development at the IDB’s Multilateral Investment Fund (MIF) (SA.810.708) [Track #4: one of three non-anchor choices]

**Sample Non-LASP Courses for LASP Tracks:**

**Track #1: Latin American Political Economy**
- N/A

**Track #2: Emerging Markets/International Finance**
- Asian Economic Development (SA.320.729) [offered in Bologna]
- International Financial Markets (SA.380.722)
- Multinational Corporate Finance (SA.380.761)
- Political-Economic Risk Assessment: Northeast Asia, the Islamic World & their Deepening Interdependence (SA.755.716)
- Democracy & Political Reform in Africa (SA.780.720)

**Track #3: Energy, Resources & Environment**
- Politics and Economics of International Energy (SA.680.756) [offered in Bologna]
- Facing the Oil Problem: The United States, Canada, OPEC & the World (SA.680.759)
- Agriculture: Global Issues (SA.680.783)

**Track #4: International Development Policy & Institutions**
- Introduction to Development (SA.400.821) [offered in both the DC and Bologna campuses]
- The International Financial Institutions: Case Studies in the Search for Relevance (SA.400.727)
- Public-Private Partnerships: Aligning Resources & Interests (SA.400.756)
- Financial Inclusion (SA.400.759)
- Case Studies in Sustainable Development: Smart Cities & Urban Innovation (SA.680.784)

**Track #5: Foreign/Public Policy & Security Challenges**
- Current Issues in American Foreign Policy (SA.200.734)
- Public Sector Economics (SA.300.738) [offered in Bologna]
- Comparative Public Management (SA.400.752)
- American Intelligence: Its Role, Practice & Impact (SA.660.779)
- States, Revolutions & Terrorism (SA.860.781)

* MA students must choose a track within LASP; MIPP students may choose to follow an individually-designed version of the tracks framework (for more information, contact Guadalupe Paz at gpaz@jhu.edu).
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